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Safe, secure support for all
types of pallets and loose goods

IMPROVED 
LIGHT LEVELS
Allows light to penetrate to 
lower rack levels creating a 
brighter and efficient 
warehouse.
 
EASY TO INSTALL
Fast and easy to install 
with no tools, fixing or 
fastenings required.
 

IMPROVED 
FIRE SAFETY
Enables the use of ESFR 
sprinkler systems, reducing 
costs and insurance 
premiums.
 

ECONOMICAL 
Strong, durable and long 
lasting offering a superior 
ROI and increased storage 
capacity.
 

TESTED AND 
CERTIFIED  
Independently tested 
and certified to guarantee 
load classifications.
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WELD MESH DECKS  
■  Racking UK offer a unique and versatile range of wire mesh 

decks, suitable for pallet racking and longspan shelving. Whether 
storing pallets, boxes, garments or need a safe and strong 
picking area, there is a weld mesh decking product specifically 
for your application.

WHY MESH DECKS? 
■  Weld mesh wire decking provides an unmatched combination 

ofinnovative design, performance and value for money. 
All Racking UK decks are manufactured using quality approved 
materials and to thehighest standards. All in accordance with 
usual industry standards.



EASYSHELF PICK
Weld mesh pick panels is a mesh deck 
which maximises space by creating a 
double sided pick face from a single bay. 
Compatible with both boxed and step 
beams, this angled variation allows for 
easier access and a clearer view of stock. 

FLAT MESH DECKS
Flat panels are robust mesh decks, 
designed for small parts, cartons and 
archive boxes. Finished with front and rear 
horizontal wires, ensures no sharp edges 
and loading ease. 

ANGLE MESH DECKS 
Weld mesh angle mesh deck, an alternative 
heavy duty storage application to our 
standard storage panel. Constructed with 
an steel angle perimeter and finished 
with reinforced wire mesh, to store loads 
in excess of 1000kgs.  

WELD MESH STEP
The weld mesh step is a high-strength wire 
mesh deck designed for the use with step 
beams. Featuring an internal waterfall to 
match the pitch of the step creates a flush 
unrestricted loading level.

WELD MESH STANDARD
Weld mesh waterfall is our most versatile 
deck capable of being used in a range of 
applications from picking levels to pallet 
storage. Constructed from fusion welded 
steel and finish with mesh apertures as 
small as 25x25mm.
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DECK DESIGN
5 deck designs tailored to 
your specific application. 
 
MESH APERTURE
Available in a range of 
mesh apertures with a 70% 
permeable surface. 

SUPPORTS
Maximise load capacity 
and strength capability, 
with a range of supports 
including: flared supports, 
box section and reinforced 
rods. 

FINISH 
Available in a range of 
finishes including: Bright 
zinc plate, powder coated 
and Hot dipped galvanized 
or plastic coated for 
outdoor use.
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